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“ADVANCED CHEMISTRY 2019” event management thanking to all our wonderful Speakers, Conference Attendees and Collaborators.

EuroSciCon Ltd thanks to all of our wonderful Speakers, Conference Attendees and Sponsors; Advanced Chemistry 2019 Conference was our best ever! 2nd European Congress on Advanced Chemistry hosted by EuroSciCon Ltd was held during May 09-10, 2019 Stockholm, Sweden at Park Inn by Radisson Stockholm Hammarby Sjostad with the theme “Innovation of Chemistry & Possible Aspect of Modern Advanced Chemistry” which got magnificent response. With the support and guidance of Organizing Committee Members and Editorial Board Members and astonishing presentations of all participants this prominent summit became more impressive. EuroSciCon Ltd would like to convey a great appreciation to the respective honourable guests and Keynote speakers.

The European Congress on Advanced Chemistry Conference (Advanced Chemistry 2019) facilitated by EuroSciCon Ltd. It completely was sorted out by EuroSciCon Ltd and liberal reaction was gotten from the Editorial Board Members of EuroSciCon Ltd Journals comparatively as from prominent researchers, talented scientists and youthful understudy network. Scientists and understudies United Nations organization went to from totally various components of the planet made the gathering one among the principal sure-fire and beneficial occasions in 2019 from EuroSciCon Ltd, the multi day program saw thought provocative keynote and exhaustive shows from advisors inside the field of Chemistry, gentility the subject, "An Insight into the investigation and Advancements in Chemistry”.

Our Organising Committee are:

Wei Li, Director, Chemical Physics, UTCoP Drug Discovery Center, USA

Sabyasachi Sarkar, Department of Chemistry and Applied Chemistry & Healthcare Science and Technology, Nano Science and Synthetic Leaf Laboratory, India

Patrick Da Costa, Professor, Science and Engineering, Sorbonne University, France

Arif Ali Khan, Professor, School of Basic & Applied Sciences, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University

The meeting was dispensed through numerous sessions, within which the discussions were prevailed the subsequent major scientific tracks:

- Analytical Chemistry
- Medicinal Chemistry
- Petro Chemicals
- Inorganic Chemistry
- Environmental Chemistry
- Materials Chemistry

The highlights of the meeting were kind the eminent keynote lectures from
Advanced Chemistry 2019 contends a crucial role in promoting multidisciplinary interactions between science and drugs to reinforce analysis in Chemistry. The program coated current and rising analysis innovations within the field of Chemistry.

We would specially give thanks the Moderator of the Yuanqiang Vietnamese monetary unit, Shangqiu traditional University, China for his contribution for the conference.

We are obligated to the assorted delegates from corporations and institutes United Nations agency actively took half within the discussions. we have a tendency to sincerely give thanks the Organizing Committee Members and Editorial board of Advanced Chemistry 2019 for his or her gracious presence and continuous support throughout the proceedings of this event. With the dear feedback and generous response received from the participants of the event, EuroSciCon Ltd would really like to announce the commencement of “10th Euroscicon Congress on Advanced Chemistry” throughout March 18-19, 2020 at Osaka, Japan.

Let us meet once more @Advanced Chemistry 2020